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Every 2 luxury goods you have only 
count as 1 toward your goods limit
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Port approved
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wind turbines
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Wind turbines copies any other completed 
tier 1 or lower shipment of your choice
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common mistakes and reminders

White credit cubes are worth 2 credits 
each, and red credit rectangles are worth 
10 credits each.

Every time a ship enters the open sea, add 
one card from the draw deck to the Supply 
Island.

S U P P L Y    I S L A N D
add one card from the draw deck every time a shipment is completed

You must meet the tier requirement of a card in 
order to contract it from your hand. 

The discard pile is not open information, only the 
top showing card is known.

You are limited to the number of goods 
and imports you can have, based on 
how many completed shipments you 
have (starting with a base of 1). 

shipments:goods 1:2
shipments:imports 1:1
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Your luxury goods are now worth
3 credits each L
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diamond rings
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You may move two of your shipments to 

your goods at game end.
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It is possible to declare or follow any action by 
playing two cards of the same color. You may 
only follow actions with the same action type.

shipments

1) Contract a card onto a ship in your 
harbor. Do not exceed a total load 
requirement of 6 containers per ship when 
contracting multiple cards.

+1 to Supply Island

technology

2-3 Containers: 6 credits
 4-5 Containers: 10 credits
    6 Containers: 14 credits

2) Using pirate and load actions, load cards 
onto your ship based on the colors required 
as shown by the load requirement.

pants
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You now take +2 credits when one
of your ships is imported from
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vintage wines
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Take an addition 20 credits at game end if 
you have two of every good type
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3) When all containers have been loaded to 
fulfill the load requirement of the 
contracted card, the shipment completes. 
Follow the steps on page 9 of the rulebook.
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Chapstick
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Take 2 credits whenever a 
consumer good is gained
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Draw cards until you get 2 of the same
type, take credits equal to the cards drawn
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MASSAGE TABLES

wild card powers

TELEVISIONS, WHEAT, BIG CATS, SOAP, 
and IMPALAS turn all containers of their 
same color into a wild container for you. 
These wild containers will now fulfill any 
load requirement color.

leather coats
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Your luxury goods are now worth
3 credits each
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leather coats
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Your luxury goods are now worth
3 credits each
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GENERATORS, COFFEE, SEEDS, CANDY, 
and GOLD WATCHES change the load 
requirement of all contracts of their 
same type into wilds. This also counts 
for contracts of the same type that have 
multiple colored load requirements.

dragon fruit
Draw 1 card & take 2 credits when

leading with pirate
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dragon fruit
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leading with pirate
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pants
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You now take +2 credits when one
of your ships is imported from
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You now take +2 credits when one
of your ships is imported from
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when leading harbor imports
When you are leading, you have 
the option to either draw until 
you have 5 cards (or 1 more if 
you have 5+), or declare an 
action by playing a card from 
your hand onto your harbor. 
Cards played to declare an 
action will not be used as part 
of the action itself, and will be 
later discarded.

S H I P M E N T S

H A R B O R

1:1 2x

BASE 1

Pick a ship at sea to bid on, winner takes 2 containers from it and puts 1 in
imports, 1 in goods, or both in goods

Take one container from a ship at sea or the supply island,
 and load it onto one of your ships

:1:6

:1:6

:2:-6

:1:6

:1:8

:10

Sell a card to the supply island for 4 credits (max one time per turn) 
or take a card from the supply island in to your imports

Place a container from your hand onto a contracted ship in your harbor

Start a new shipment with a good card from your hand

gold watches
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You may load any container
onto your luxury shipments
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draw

declare
an

action

when following

If an action was declared, all 
players in clockwise order will 
now have the option to draw or 
follow the action played by 
playing the same action type 
card from their hand, or two 
cards of the same color to 
count as the led action type.

gold watches
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You may load any container
onto your luxury shipments
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draw

follow the
action with

a card(s)
from your

hand

S H I P M E N T S

H A R B O R

1:1 2x

BASE 1

Pick a ship at sea to bid on, winner takes 2 containers from it and puts 1 in
imports, 1 in goods, or both in goods

Take one container from a ship at sea or the supply island,
 and load it onto one of your ships

:1:6

:1:6

:2:-6

:1:6

:1:8

:10

Sell a card to the supply island for 4 credits (max one time per turn) 
or take a card from the supply island in to your imports

Place a container from your hand onto a contracted ship in your harbor

Start a new shipment with a good card from your hand
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You now take +2 credits when one
of your ships is imported from
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Chapstick
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Take 2 credits whenever a 

consumer good is gained
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When following, if you have any cards of the same type as the declared 
action in the imports section of your harbor, those cards will grant you a 
free action for each one even if you chose to draw. If you chose to follow 
the action with cards from your hand, cards of the same action type in 
your imports will add one extra action each on top of the inital action you 
receive for following with cards from your hand.

gold watches
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You may load any container
onto your luxury shipments
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S H I P M E N T S

H A R B O R

1:1 2x

BASE 1

Pick a ship at sea to bid on, winner takes 2 containers from it and puts 1 in
imports, 1 in goods, or both in goods

Take one container from a ship at sea or the supply island,
 and load it onto one of your ships

:1:6

:1:6

:2:-6

:1:6

:1:8

:10

Sell a card to the supply island for 4 credits (max one time per turn) 
or take a card from the supply island in to your imports

Place a container from your hand onto a contracted ship in your harbor

Start a new shipment with a good card from your hand

Having action cards in your imports 
will sometimes grant you extra 
actions of the same type, but for 
certain actions they may also o�er 
a new way to use that action.

Multiple contract actions will allow you to either contract multiple 
cards, or skip tier level requirements when contracting.

Multiple load actions will allow you to load multiple cards.

Multiple import actions will allow you to participate in extra 
auctions to import cards from ships at sea. Each extra action 
beyond the first will allow you to bid in an extra bidding round.  The 
leader always chooses the ship to be bid on, even if not bidding.

Player 1 (2 actions) Player 2 (3 actions) Player 3 (1 action)

Bidding round 1

Bidding round 2

Bidding round 3

yes yes yes

yes yes

yes

no

nono

Multiple pirate actions allow you to pirate multiple containers from 
any ships at sea.

Multiple supply actions allow you take multiple cards into your 
imports from the supply island, and/or sell up to 1 card.
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    This symbol means the power is a one time use that will be executed 
immediately upon the shipment completing. You will still add these cards 
to the shipments area of your harbor.
almonds If you have 18 or less active credits take 8 credits from the bank, otherwise take 4 credits 
from the bank (you will take into account credits earned from this shipment).
ammunition All other players with any illegal goods pay you 2 credits.
apples Add an agriculture card from your hand to your shipments, then activate its power if 
applicable as if it were just completed (you do not have to meet the card’s tier requirement).
backpacks Every time a ship is returned to a harbor from the open sea from now on, you may draw 
a card (the returned ship can be any player’s ship, not just your own). 
bamboo If you have an available ship, you may contract bamboo for free as soon as it completes.
batteries When you use the load action, you may pay 2 credits to load one extra container. You 
may only use this power one time per turn.
beer Instead of adding beer to your shipments when completed, you may choose to place it on the 
supply island and take 6 credits from the bank.
big ammunition Take a random card from the hand of the ship owner when you pirate one of their 
ships at sea.
big cats You may ignore container color on your load requirements when loading illegal containers 
(this also applies when using the pirate action). Your red containers are now wild.
bok choy If Bok Choy is loaded as a container on a shipment that is not an agriculture shipment, 
take 2 extra credits from the bank when that shipment completes. 
books When you lead with an import action, as long as any other player follows, take 2 credits from 
the bank. This power can only gain you 2 credits per turn.
bubblegum Whenever a consumer good is added to any player’s goods, take 4 credits.
candy Your consumer contracts now have a rainbow load requirement.
cannabis If any player imports any red containers during an import action, they pay you 2 credits.
cannons Every pirate card in other players’ imports also counts as yours, don’t apply your limit.
cell phones When you use the load action, you may a draw a card instead of loading one from 
your hand. If the drawn card is capable of being loaded onto one of your shipments, you must load that 
card, otherwise, keep it in your hand.
chairs When any other player uses a draw action, you may discard a card from your hand.
champagne If you have the most completed shipments at game end, this is worth 8 credits.
chapstick Whenever a consumer good is added to any player’s goods, take 2 credits.
chicken feed When completed, any other player may speak up and buy Chicken Feed from you for 
6 credits and place it into their completed shipments. Otherwise it is completed as normal.
coffee Your agriculture contracts now have a rainbow load requirement.
cologne At game end, choose one action type from your imports and take 4 credits for each card of 
that type in your imports.
cups Draw five cards.
danger pets All players must give you 2 credits.

diamond rings At game end move two of your completed shipments to your goods, ignore limits.
dino bones All players must take one of their goods (If they have any) and place it on the Supply 
Island, you then take any two cards from the Supply Island into your goods.
drones Whenever you contract a new shipment, you may also draw 1 card.
drugs When you use the pirate action, you may take an extra container from any ship at sea (Limit 
once per turn).
fake dvds When another player spends or loses 4 or more credits, take 2 credits from the bank.
ferraris Counts as a virtual one of every good type in your goods. Does not a�ect your limit.
fixie bikes Whenever a container is loaded from a load action (not pirate), take 2 credits.
flamethrowers Flip a coin, if heads all players pay you 4 credits each, if tails you pay all 
players 2 credits each.
flash drives Whenever you complete a shipment, you may take a loaded container from it into 
your hand (limit one container per ship)(this occurs a�er receiving payment for the shipment).
flour If you meet the tier requirement, and have 4 other containers valid to load onto this Flour 
shipment in hand, you may then play a contract action and load all 4 containers at once.
fluffy pillows Take 2 credits for every completed shipment card in your shipments area.
Foxes You now break all ties (this is especially important for import bids and good bonuses).
generators Your technology contracts now have a rainbow load requirement.
glasses Take one free import action by yourself.

gold toilets Take 6 credits for each of your completed luxury shipments at game end.
gold watches Your luxury contracts now have a rainbow load requirement.
hawaiian salt All other players reveal their hand, take all agriculture goods revealed this way into 
your hand, and 2 credits for each card taken, from the bank.
helicopter Whenever a luxury good is contracted, put 4 credits on or next to helicopter and take 
them at game end (these credits do not count toward your active credit total during the game).
honey Take 2 credits from the bank for every agriculture good in any player’s goods (Including yours).
iceland water At any time, you may sell agriculture goods from your hand to the supply island 
for 2 credits each.
impalas You may ignore container color on your load requirements when loading luxury containers 
(this also applies when using the pirate action). Your blue containers are now wild.
jasmine tea When you use the contract action, you may also sell one container from your hand to 
the supply island for 2 credits (limit once per turn).
jets When you complete a shipment, you may take one of the loaded containers from it into your 
goods before sending your ship to the open sea.
laptops Draw 2 cards whenever you complete a shipment with a technology container loaded on it.
leather coats The innate value of your luxury goods is now 3 credits instead of 1. 
lumber Whenever another player draws cards, you may draw one card.
lutefisk If Lutefisk is in your hand and you meet the tier requirement, you may contract it as a 
shipment contract immediately at any time without using a contract action.
massage tables Draw cards until you get two of the same type (for example two technology 
cards, or two agriculture cards) then take credits equal to the cards drawn this way rounded up to evens.
mini van When using pirate, you may take your stolen container from anywhere (this includes 
containers loaded onto other players‘ ships in their harbor, the top of the draw deck, or a random card 

    This symbol means the power may be used at any time depending on 
the text of the card. You must still meet the tier requirement to use it.

If you have any build cards in the imports 
area of your harbor, it is possible to use 

from any player’s hand, however you must still be able to load the container taken or it is discarded. You 
may not take the container from anywhere that wasn‘t listed here).
mouthwash Take 2 credits whenever a consumer shipment is completed a�er this one.
MRi machines Game end condition is now 70 active credits (even if playing an extended game).
nanobots Every time you draw cards, you may use a free load action if able.
neural units You may follow any led action with a load action. If you follow with a load action, 
you may only take load actions and not the declared action.
nice suits If your ships have the most containers loaded onto them at game end, take 16 credits 
from the bank (this includes ships in the open sea).
onions Whenever you complete an agriculture shipment (Including this one) take 2 credits.
pants When another player imports from one of your ships at sea with the import action, take 4 
credits from the bank instead of 2.
paper When you complete a consumer shipment (including this one), you may import 1 container from 
a ship at sea into your goods or imports (the owner of the ship will not take credits from the bank).
PAPRIKA When building a new shipment, you can also load 1 container if able for free.
pens Count the number of consumer goods in all players’ harbors, then take 2 credits for each.
pistols When any other player completes an illegal shipment they must pay you 2 credits.
platinum rings Draw until you have 8 cards in hand. You may execute the actions for all cards in 
your hand in any order (no players may follow these actions, do not take into e�ect your imports). Limit 1 
sell with Supply, no stacking Contract actions to skip tier levels. 
playstations For every 2 technology goods you have, you may load an extra container with load.
poison bottles You are now the Pirate King. When any player uses the pirate action, they must 
pay you 2 credits (limit once per turn, meaning they may use multiple pirate actions but pay only once).
potatoes Take 2 credits and draw 2 cards. 
printed money Take one loaded container from one ship from each of your opponents (this may 
be a ship at sea or a ship in harbor) and either load it if possible, or keep it in your hand. 
protractors Whenever another player imports containers from a ship at sea, if there are any 
containers le� on that ship you may import 1 of them for free (no credit payment is paid to the owner).
railguns Every player must give you either 4 credits, one of their completed shipments (which will 
be added to your completed shipments), or two of their goods (which will be added to your goods).
refrigerators Every 2 technology goods you have count as 1 virtual load import (this will not 
a�ect the number of imports you may have).
rice Take 2 credits for every completed agriculture shipment you have including this one.
robot cats You may load 2 containers of the same type to count as 1 technology container (using 
a single load action). This may also be used with the pirate action, however you must use two pirate 
actions to secure the two containers to be used as one. It is possible to receive a higher payout when 
the shipment loaded with these extra containers is completed if the next level of payout is reached. 
rolls royce Name any good card (the complete list is shown on the back of all harbor cards), 
draw the top card of the draw deck, if it matches you win the game immediately.
rope When you are the leader, you may swap a card from the supply island with one from your hand 
(limit one time per turn).
satellite Every time a shipment is completed (limit one time per ship entering the open sea), you 
may draw a card and load a container.
sauna If you win the bonus for the most of any good type, double the amount paid (This includes 

paying 6 credits for having the most illegal goods, in which case you would pay 12 credits instead).
seeds Your illegal contracts now have a rainbow load requirement.
segways A�er being added to your completed Shipments, you may move Segways to your Imports, 
Goods, or load it as a container at any time (even at game end).
shampoo You may take 3 containers instead of 2 when importing if possible.
shoes Whenever a shipment is made (including this one) you may draw a card.
shotguns All players who pirate before you (you follow their pirate action, this includes players who 
followed the leader’s pirate action before you) must give you 2 credits or 2 cards from their hand.
shower heads Name a good type, draw 2 cards, if any of them match it take 8 credits.
small poodles Move Small Poodles to your goods as soon as it is completed.
a small tank When anyone completes a shipment, they must give you a card from their hand.
smart cars When using the load action, you may put a card onto the supply island instead of 
loading it onto one of your shipments and take 2 credits from the bank (limit once per turn).
soap You may ignore container color on your load requirements when loading consumer containers 
(this also applies when using the pirate action). Your black containers are now wild.
soy sauce You may transfer ALL of your contract imports to your goods, take 2 credits for each. 
Any cards above your good limit are discarded.
stolen research Choose another player’s completed technology shipment, replace it with 
Stolen Research, then add the stolen card to your shipments as if it were just completed.
sugar When you contract an agriculture shipment, take 2 credits from the bank.
tablets All of your ships now have the capacity to load up to 8 containers, and if completed with 8 
containers loaded onto one of them, the payout will be 18 credits.
telescopes You may trade your technology goods for 4 credits each at any time, including at 
game end, but it must be before end game bonuses are calculated.
televisions You may ignore container color on your load requirements when loading technology 
containers (this also applies when using the pirate action). Your green containers are now wild.
teslas Your supply imports count as goods of any type of your choosing at game end, but must be 
declared before end game bonuses for the most of each good type are awarded.
the mother load If you have 8 illegal goods you win the game immediately.
velvet robes All of the cards in your hand are worth 1 credit each at game end.
vintage wines Take an additional 20 credits at game end if you have 2 of every good type.
wheat You may ignore container color on your load requirements when loading agriculture containers 
(this also applies when using the pirate action). Your yellow containers are now wild.
wind turbines Wind Turbines copies any other tier 1 level or lower completed shipment. This 
power must be decided immediately upon completion, and the power is then set for the rest of the game 
(you may copy any type of power, immediate or passive). If there are no tier 1 level or lower completed 
shipments, this power does nothing. 

expansion cards from jutaku
Apple watch Every pair of luxury and consumer goods you have are worth 6 extra credits.
cheap shirts At game end move all of your imports to your goods. Account for your goods limit.
dyson vacUums All players must give you their entire hand or one of their luxury goods.
graphics cards If you have the most of 4 good types, you win the game.
led lights On your turn, you may swap 2 cards in your hand for 1 on the supply island.

3d printers You may play any action type (instead of the same action type) when following to do 
the declared action, but you will still do the led action. This power may not be used when you are leading.
aeroponics If a ship you own at sea is reduced to only 1 loaded container on it, it will return to 
your harbor with the container, and if the color of the container is correct it may be used toward a future 
contract’s load requirement.
board games If you have one of every good type in your completed shipments, you no longer have 
a limit to the number of cards you can place in the imports section of your harbor.
CAN OPENERS You can no longer trigger game end.
ceramics At game end, for every 2 consumer goods you have also add 1 virtual luxury good to your 
total good count. This will not take into account your goods limit.
delayed game All other players pay 10 credits to the bank, then take 2 turns on your next turn. 
This means you will declare 2 actions on your next turn, one in a row, other players may still follow you.
Dragon fruit Draw 2 cards or take 2 credits from the bank when leading with the pirate action.
IVORY At game end if you have the most illegal goods take 6 credits instead of paying them.
scotch whisky Every 2 luxury goods you have only count as 1 toward the limit of goods you can 
have in your harbor. 
prefab homes You may complete luxury shipments by loading half of the required containers. If 
the luxury contract’s load requirement has multiple colors, you may choose which to load.
rare metals If your ship completes its shipment with both a technology and a consumer contract 
on it, take 4 extra credits from the bank with your normal payment. 
stolen rice Take 2 credits from the bank whenever you pirate an agriculture container.
stolen tires Every time you use a pirate action, draw a card and seed the Supply Island.
stretch goals All players draw 1 card, take 2 credits, import 1 good, and then you take 2 free 
actions by yourself that may not be followed. You will not spend cards to take these actions, simply state 
what they will be. Do not take into e�ect your imports. Ship owner’s will not take credits for the imports.
tortillas You may load any color container onto Tortillas. You must still meet the tier requirement 
to contract Tortillas.

dark flight games You may now choose to import from the Supply Island, if you do, keep the 
highest bid even if it is your own.
exclusive cards Pay 30 credits to the bank, name a good type (ie luxury), draw a card, if it 
matches the good type you chose take 50 credits.
exotic fish If you have twice the active currency of any other player (when compared individually) 
and the most goods you win the game.

KICKSTARTER EXPANSION CARDS

oysters You may contract luxury shipments for free at any time without an action.
pocky Take 2 credits, draw 2 cards, and import 1 container from a ship at sea. 
rice cookers You may declare or follow load and contract actions interchangeably, but you may 
only use all load or all contract actions for the turn. You cannot both contract and load on the same turn.
stem cells When you pirate, you may pay 2 credits to add the container to your goods.
whole wheat You may take 2 credits or draw 2 cards whenever an agriculture container is 
loaded. 

CAPTAIN EXPANSION CARDS


